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Thank you for your purchase of OLYMPUS kit.

129

* 2 strands of embroidery thread used for this project. (Unless otherwise stated in chart below)

Pattern

Please don't stitch on this line.  The line will 
be guide to make a coaster.

(4 strands )
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How to read the Chart

163

1706

386

564

Embroidery fabric (Navy)

631

Deep Pink

Rose Pink

Blue

Yellow

MaterialsColor Chart

Color Name Q'ty

Pink

Color No. Color No. Q'tyColor Name

12

2

2 1 No.25 Embroidery Thread

--Patterns are printed--

Needle for French Embroidery

* ★＝starting point.  | No★, start where you like. Stitch with instructed color thread with matched stitch method(page 3.)

For example ⑦129-------- use 129(color No.) with ⑦ Double Lazy Daisy

Green

3

246

3Light purple

(3 strands )



・Please be careful when handling needle.

・Enough thread is included as long as you stitch following the instructions.

Thank you for your purchase of OLYMPUS kit.
Please read all instructions before starting.

How to handle thread

OLYMPUS Embroidery threads are characterrized by their distinctive shine. 
Handle with care so as not to damage thread.

♦1 pcs #25 thread consists of 6 strands twisted loosely.             

To make stitches look plump, pull strands respectively from 
thread and put required number of strands together for use.

Fold thread as shown and 
pull required strands 
respectively from it.

Before starting

Put strands together.
Make a loop and insert through 
the eye of the needle.

How to make a coaster.

☆ To start stitching

② Pull needle through.

Finish lineCut

To make a knot:                                  
Wrap the thread 2 or 3 times around 
the needle and pull through.

①Wrap2 or 3 times.

☆ To finish off stiches

Wrong side

①Interlace thread.

Seam allowance 
Approx.1.5cm

④Slip stitch in place to 

complete.

Wrong side

③ cut the end.② thread through 3~4stiches.

Approx.1.5cm
Fabric (Right side)

♦ You can make 2 coasters from this kit.

①Trim back approx.1.5cm from the finish line once the embroidery stitches are complete.

The guideliine will be 13cm x 13cm. (1.5cm outside the finish line)

Approx.1.5cm

Approx.1.5cm

Finish line

Approx.1.5cm Approx.1.5cm

Approx.0.7cm

Wrong side

Wrong side

② Cut the guided line

③ Fold the edge over 3 times.
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Stitches used in this Kit

①Back Stitch

To show sequential lines.

②Straight Stitch

To make a line with just 
one stitch.

③Stem Stitch

To express straight and curved lines

⑤French Knot

⑬ Satin Stitch

Fill the spaces with many 
straight stitches.

Clockwise

Basic stitches

⑩ Bullion Knot Stitch

One round Bullion Stitch.
Bigger than a French Knot.

⑭ Fishbone Stitch

Useful for making leaves.

⑪ Bullion Daisy Stitch

A Bullion Stitch
Suitable for flower petals and cores.

⑫Long and Short Stitch

Combination of long and short stitches.
Suitable to express color gradations.
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④Chain Stitch

To make plump lines, stitch with many 

Connecting chains

⑥ Fern Stitch
⑦ Double Lazy Daisy Stitch

Additional stitches inside Lazy Daisy Stitches 

⑧ Rambler Rose Stitch

Repeat stitches to make rose shapes 
working clockwise. 

⑨ Bullion Rose Stitch

To make the shape of a rose with Bullion Stitches

In this kit, 
6 wraps (inner stitch)
9 wraps (outer stitch)

In this kit, 18 wraps are usedIn this kit, 8 wraps are used


